Points to Action Why you need Open Office
Do you need, or would you like
Do you need, or would you like
Do you need, or would you like
Do you need or would you like
Do you need, or would you like

word ?
Excel?
Power Point ?
Publisher
Database?

Why not have not the lot?
Think of the alternative !!!!!!!!!
Save yourself …......................................
Stay at home parents – Working parents
Business small and large Save Save Save
Linda Office Computing will guide you through the stages of free downloading free
upgrading.
No worries
More than one-off cost saving. Dont worry again whether software is legal, or whether
it will expire. Numerous computers - from few computers in a small business, hundreds
in a school, thousands used in corporations – no worries. No need for software audits,
No licence agreement.
Free software
OpenOffice.org 3 is free software. That means you are free to download it, free to
install it on as many PCs as you like, free to pass copies to as many people as you
like. You may use OpenOffice.org 3 for any purpose without restriction: private,
educational, public administration, commercial... Free, really free.
It's hard to believe that high quality, easy to use software like OpenOffice.org 3
can really be free. Contributions of time and money, from individuals and
companies (large and small), is the reason OpenOffice.org is free today. Opensource licence used by OpenOffice.org 3 means this freedom can never be
REMOVED. The OpenOffice.org community are delighted if you find our software
of use.
OpenOffice.org 3 is the leading open-source office software suite for word
processing, spreadsheets, presentations, graphics, databases
Available many languages and works on all common computers. Can store your
data in an international open standard format
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Downloaded and used completely free of charge and for any purpose.

Writer (alternative for microsofts Word)
For all your documents
WRITER has everything you would perform with a word processor or desktop
publisher.

Impress (alternative for microsofts Powerpoint)
Present your photos, obituries, business ideas, seminars, parties just as you would
with power point.
Presentations
IMPRESS An outstanding tool for creating presentations. Your presentations will be
most effective from every angle
Math
Equations formulae in your documents
MATH is an equation edictor for all Open Office documents
Draw
Graphics package
DRAW -Sketch or intricate drawing of every kind.
Easy to use. The draw tool bar is very accessible on Open Office programs
Calc (alternative for microsofts Excel)
The all-purpose spreadsheet
CALC is the spreadsheet program easy to use and effective in home and business use
Base (alternative for microsofts Access)
Base modifies tables, forms, queries, and reports, either using your own database or
BASEâ��s own built-in HSQL database engine. Using the Wizard makes it even
easier
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